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2010 syrah 
alder springs vineyard – spirit rock  

mendocino county 
 
Vintage 
The 2010 vintage began with a wet winter that kept the soil moist into spring. The vines responded with moderate vigor 
and healthy canopies.  The cool temperatures in the spring continued through harvest slowing berry development and 
ripening by two to three weeks in most varieties.  This resulted in full ripeness at lower sugar levels.  Early season thinning 
lowered yields and allowed the grapes to achieve optimal ripeness and careful canopy management protected the fruit 
from heat waves in late August and September.  The crop was harvested before the late October rains. 
 
Vineyard 
On the hilly 6,000-acre Alder Springs Ranch in far northern Mendocino County, Stuart Bewley has been growing some 
of California's most outstanding wine grapes since 1993.  Bewley practices his patented brand of extremist viticulture on 
a patchwork of vineyards perched along the steep sandstone slopes of the Coast Range. The mountainous ranch is a 
decidedly challenging spot to cultivate grapes, but the results have been superb. 
 
Spirit Rock is the highest elevation planting at Alder Springs Vineyard at 2700 feet.  The sparse soil contributes to 
intense exotic and structured Syrah.  The vines ripen one cluster per shoot, and the berries are extremely small and 
Pinot-like.  The fractured sandstone has excellent drainage, and the perennial cover crop further de-vigorates the vines.  
There is a bear trap that sits atop the sloping vineyard because they are fond of this particular block.  Spirit Rock is so 
named due to large sandstone outcroppings due north of the block considered sacred to local tribes.  The vines are 
planted in the alluvium of the sacred rock. 
 
Winemaking 
Grapes were picked before sunrise.  Whole Berry Syrah (80%), Whole Berry Viognier (4%), and Whole Syrah Clusters 
(16%) were craned into stainless steel and French oak open top tanks.  Hand pigage provided thorough and even 
extraction.  Extended maceration improved depth and complexity while capturing the distinctiveness of the vineyard.  
The wine was aged without racking for 18 months in neutral French puncheons and 33% new French barrels.  The 
wine was bottled unfined and unfiltered.   
 
Tasting Notes 
Inky purple in color, aromas of exotic wild blueberry, fennel, and forest floor develop into white pepper, sandalwood, and 
violets.  The palate starts with a tight beam of mulberry compote, then expands into brambly blackberry and soft tannin 
supported by fresh minerality.  Enjoy and revisit to experience the wine’s evolution.  The good acidity guarantees the 
benefits of at least 15 years of cellaring.  
 
Analysis 
Harvested: October 21, 2010 
Composition: 96% Syrah, 4% Viognier 
Alcohol:  14.0% 
Bottling Date: June 2012 
Release Date: August 2013 
Production: 111 cases 


